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Abstract Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is one of the attractive solutions that
revolutionized automotive services. IoV is the key concept toward smart and
autonomous cars. Providing different wireless connectivity’s for vehicles per-
mits the communication inside and outside the vehicle. These connectivities
allow the vehicle to interact with other vehicles and with its environment.
Autonomous driving is an innovative automotive service that will be enabled
by the technology advancement related to IoV and connected cars. Big data
technology has a significant impact on the development of autonomous driving
and IOV concept as it refers to a huge interactive networks of information. In
this paper, we focus on wireless technologies and the communication system to
provide Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) or Vehicle-
to-Road (V2R), Vehicle-to-Sensor (V2S), Vehicle-to-Human (V2H), Vehicle-
to-Cellular (V2C), Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), and Vehicle-to-Internet (V2I) con-
nectivities. Accordingly, this paper proposes a novel planning scheme for inter-
net connected and autonomous driving vehicles. Particularly, we present the
principal components and how they should be distributed across this kind of
architecture; i.e., identifying information flows, required exchanged data and
basic functionalities required to build autonomous driving service as well as
the holistic hardware and software architecture involving the in-car gateway.
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1 Introduction

Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is a complex integrated network system [1][2], which
connects people within automotive, different automotive with different envi-
ronment entries in cities [3]. IoV like phones, in which vehicles can run within
the whole network, and obtain various services by swarm intelligent computing
[4][5] with people, vehicles, and environments. Connected cars permit people
to stay connected more frequently and consumers interest in the connected
cars is growing. Automotive stakeholders identified new and significant busi-
ness opportunity for connected cars and IoV. It is expected that the numbers
of intelligent connected cars will exceed 381 million (from 2020). The next
wave of innovation in transportation will be reached through a new genera-
tion of cars connected to internet and that interact with others cars and with
transportation infrastructure. Furthermore, this new generation of cars will
be self-driving cars equipped with autopilot allowing them to drive themselves
in different road situations as well as in traffic jams. Besides that, researches
[6][7] are going ahead to highway autopilot with lane changing based on blind
spot technology to shift lanes. The following step is toward driverless vehicles
that do not require the presence of a driver behind the wheel. Accordingly,
automakers and car companies are ramping up their connected cars. Indeed,
IoV allows automotive companies to obtain data from vehicles that could be
analyzed to get valuable information and knowledge on how drivers use their
vehicles to enhance the performances of their vehicles and to advance the de-
velopment of driverless vehicles. Big data has an significant impact on the
development of autonomous driving and IOV concept as it refers to a huge
interactive networks of information. Big data technologies have come to deal
with the massive generated data in real time within such vehicular frameworks.
Nowadays, many car manufacturers and software developers have involved in
the challenge of providing innovative solutions for driverless vehicles. Accord-
ingly, many projects are ongoing. Among the European project focused on
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), we cite AutoNet2030 [8] which con-
nects cooperative systems for intelligent transportation and automated driv-
ing research domains. AutoNet2030 addressed the cooperation issues between
vehicles with different capabilities to increase the fluidity and the safety of
the traffic systems. The cooperative automated driving paradigm is based
on a decentralized decision-making approach powered by mutual information
sharing among neighbor’s vehicles and by sensor-based lane-keeping. EU LSP
AUTOPILOT is another European project [9] with the objective to develop
Internet of Things; IoT-architectures and platforms which will bring Auto-
mated Driving [10][11] towards a new dimension. The autopilot consortium
is working on new advanced architecture [9] involving three zones: car zone,
cooperation zone, and smart city zone. In this context, our contribution in
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this paper is to identify and to specify the required communication system
for IoV and connected cars for the three zones. This paper is organized into
five sections as follows: Section II is dedicated to related works and recent re-
searches focused on IoV, Connected Smart Cars (CSC) and autonomous and
driverless mechanisms. Section III provides automotive system evolution from
Vehicular AdHoc Networks (VANET) towards IoV and CSC. In Section IV,
we conduct our main discussion focused on the IoV communication system
where we identify the three zones forming the envisaged vehicular network.
Section V discusses and identifies the in-car gateway providing vehicle connec-
tivity. Section VI highlights information flows and required exchanged data
and basic functionalities for autonomous driving service delivery, furthermore,
this section supports our proposal through a use case considering autonomous
lanes changing with a focus on the communication and on exchanged messages
between the diverse involved entities. Finally, section VII concludes the paper.
Table 1 lists acronyms used throughout this paper.

2 Related works

Recently, many research activities and projects were carried related to auto-
motive communication systems. Accordingly, in this section, we present the
most recent research papers related to three keywords in correlation with our
contribution, which are IoV, CSC and autonomous driving.

2.1 IoV related works

This section refers some recent existing contributions that are written in the
context of IoV networks. Indeed, we organize these works according to their
applied technologies. We outline the conceived approaches that include current
advanced technologies such as Information Centric Network (ICN), Software
Defined Networking (SDN) and Blockchain. Furthermore, we expose briefly
the application of big data technology in vehicular network environments.

2.1.1 IoV based ICN

In view of the fast development of IoV and the IP network problems (se-
curity and quality of services for real-time traffic), recent contributions as
for example in [[12]-[20]] propose the deployment of IoV solutions over the
new generation of the Internet Protocol (IP) network called ICN. In [12],
the authors proposed new architecture named CCN-IoV that deploys con-
tent chunks of Content-Centric Network (CCN) in the network layer. The
authors evaluated the performance of CCN-IoV using Named data network-
ing (NDN) simulator. Their primary results confirm the advantage of CCN in
the automotive context. In [13] authors designed CRoWN, a content-centric
framework for VANET networks. CRoWN provides content-centric Layer-3
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Table 1 List of Acronyms

Acronym Full-form
IoV Internet of Vehicles
V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle
V2I Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
V2R Vehicle-to-Road
V2S Vehicle-to-Sensor
V2H Vehicle-to-Human
V2C Vehicle-to-Cellular
V2G Vehicle-to-Grid
V2I Vehicle-to-Internet
ITS Intelligent Transportation Systems
IoT Internet of Things
CSC Connected Smart Cars
VANET Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network
IP Internet Protocol
CCN Content-Centric Network
NDN Named data networking
RSU Road Side Unit
SDN Software-Defined Networking
AI Artificial Intelligence
NLP Natural Language Processing
ADAS Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
HD High Definition
CDCP Cooperative Driving Control Protocol
DSRC Dedicated Short Range Communication
WAVE Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment
MAC Medium Access Control
PHY Physical layer
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
MANET Dedicated Short Range Communication
QoS Quality of Service
PDR Packet Delivery Ratio
RTT Round Trip Time
FC Floating Content
HRM Home Repository
AFS Auxiliary Forwarding Set
ACO Ant Colony Optimization
PB Pseudo Bayesian
FCR Fast Conflict Resolution
GPS Global Positioning System
RFID Radio Frequency Identification
V2X Vehicle-to-Everything
WIFI Wireless Fidelity
ECU Electronic Control Unit
CAN Controller Area Network
MOST Media Oriented Systems Transport
3GPP Partnership Project
LTE Long-Term Evolution
CPU Central Processing Unit
RTOS Real-Time Operating System
CAF Content Adaption Framework
API Application Programming Interface

and Layer-4 operations implemented over the IEEE 802.11p layers. Vehicles
and roadside units act as providers, when they own and deliver content or
as consumers when they request contents. Each content is assigned a unique
persistent name. CRoWN performance evaluation against the legacy IP-based
approach was done using NS2 simulator, their obtained results demonstrate
that the CRoWN outperforms the legacy IP-based approach. These prepar-
ing the way for the content-centric vehicular networking. In the same context,
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authors in [14] extended the CCN framework to CCVN in order to support
content delivery on top of IEEE 802.11p vehicular technology. In [15] authors
proposed a holistic NDN solution that codifies the demands of data traffic in
NDN content names and shapes dynamically the NDN forwarding decisions to
ensure the suitable prioritization. Simulation results showed that the proposed
solution succeeds in achieving differentiated traffic treatment, while keeping
traffic load under control. The work [16] introduced an ICN architecture which
is vehicle location-oriented. The location data is employed to enhance the con-
tent search and request procedure, by directing interest packets near the area of
a known vehicle with the content. The simulations that were conducted in this
work demonstrated that the architecture succeeded in alleviating the broadcast
storm problem, and hence improving the content delivery especially in terms
of delay. Authors in [16] were interested in cost efficient multimedia content
delivery in VANET by leveraging the ICN features. Their proposal focused
mainly on content mobility and supply-demand balance, which greatly impact
the cost-efficient performance. The work included adaptive heuristic mecha-
nisms to achieve an optimal delivery by considering (i) priority-oriented path
selection, (ii) least-required sources maintaining, and (iii) on-demand caching
improvement. The proposal evaluation showed an improved performance. In
[18], for example, authors proposed an NDN-based framework named GeoZone
for forwarding interest packets in vehicular networks, and hence for reducing
the network flooding. Their contribution consists of a geo-referenced content
naming scheme to build a dissemination zone with node GPS coordinates, be-
sides a zone forwarding mechanism for limiting the content requests flooding.
This framework, however, still need a more detailed evaluation, considering
other different factors such as vehicle speed impact. A service-oriented sys-
tem architecture based on NDN for VANETs was also introduced in [19]. This
architecture suggested a global naming scheme that contains services cate-
gory (i.e., safety, transit information, and infotainment), a service sublayer for
enabling requests management and information exchanging schemes, as well
as a network load-based service prioritization policy. Simulation-based per-
formance evaluation demonstrated that the solution is effective in managing
services, yet, time sensitive services management should be further tackled.
Another framework for vehicular NDN communications (named MobiVNDN)
[20] was presented to support high mobility in related applications. The work
refers to proposing a content advertisement scheme for content sources to
report obtainable content objects, besides a messages redundancy handling
technique and a mechanism for alleviating the negative impacts of source mo-
bility. MobiVNDN proved its efficiency in terms of dealing with mobility effects
and wireless communication medium unreliability. Besides, we refer that some
ICN based IoV surveys addressed specific related theme, such [21] [22]. The
paper [21] presented a functional-based taxonomy of ICN caching schemes
within vehicular networks, to help in exploring the benefits of ICN as an ideal
candidate framework for the deployments of VANETs. Moreover, the survey
concluded by quantitative and qualitative analyses to enlist the major de-
velopments in caching schemes and elaborate the evolution of ICN caching
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schemes and their operational mandates with their applicability in vehicular
networks. The research [22] surveyed the integration of ICN in vehicular net-
works, where further the authors conducted simulations to analyze the speed
effect on VANET performance. Mainly throughput and packet delivery ratio
parameters were considered.

2.1.2 IoV based SDN and Cloud

Currently, the vehicle is a sensing platform, gathering information from the
vehicle, from its surrounding and from other vehicles and infrastructures and
feeding it to drivers to assist in safe navigation, to manage intelligently the
traffic and to control pollution. The IoV will be a distributed transport ar-
chitecture able to make its own decisions about driving safety customers to
their required destination. Accordingly, IoV will have communications, intel-
ligence, storage, and learning capabilities. The Vehicular Cloud will promote
the transition to the IoV providing required services by the autonomous ve-
hicles. Authors in [23] discussed the evolution from Intelligent vehicle grid to
autonomous, IoV and vehicular Cloud. They identified the main advantages
of internet of Autonomous Vehicles and its related challenges for content dis-
tribution. Furthermore, they showed that a vehicular cloud model and an
ICN architecture are potential design aspects toward autonomous vehicles.
Even though cloud computing offers high storage, compute and networking
services capabilities, the IoV still suffers from high processing latency and the
lack of location awareness approaches. To address those problems authors in
[24] proposed SDCFN architecture in the IoV that integrates SDN and fog
computing. SDN affords flexible centralized network control. Meanwhile fog
computing extends storing and computing to the edge of the network in order
to reduce latency compared to the cloud and to enable location awareness.
The SDCFN architecture is structured into four layers: (i) infrastructure layer
made up of intelligent vehicles with on board units with processing units, com-
munication units supporting 3G/4G /LTE/WiMax, sensors and localization
systems, (ii) fog computing layer that consists of RSUs with computing and
storage capabilities that support openflow protocol to communicate with the
SDN controllers, (iii) SDN control layer; where SDN controllers send flow ta-
ble to cloud/fog network and set data forwarding rule to control globally the
cloud/fog network. Furthermore, to solve the load balancing problem and to
enhance the Quality of Service (QoS) by decreasing the latency, the authors
conceived a novel modified constrained optimization particle swarm optimiza-
tion algorithm based on SDN, and (iiii) Cloud computing layer; is composed
of high performance server clusters able to collect, store, and analyze vast
amounts of data.

2.1.3 IoV based Blockchain

More recently, Blockchain technology is having an increasing interest as it
may provide several services in vehicular networks by dint of its features es-
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pecially the security aspect which is the top feature. In fact, Blockchain can
be applied to deal with centralization, security, and privacy issues, when stor-
ing, tracking, managing, and exchanging data related to vehicles, as well as
traffic conditions, traffic violations, surveillance, and weather information. As
example, authors in [25] explored the integration of Blockchain with NDN-
based VANET. They introduced a reputation-based Blockchain approach to
enforce the security of the interest forwarding process, as well as the data for-
warding plane and the content caching in NDN-based vehicular networks. The
simulation results proved the effectiveness for this proposal to forward valid
interest and cache trustworthy content. In [26], authors employed also a double
layer Blockchain to build a data-sharing system in NDN vehicuar networks.
In the bottom layer, vehicles nodes are grouped based on their interests, and
each group maintains a private Blockchain where vehicles perform as min-
ers to generate blocks. For the upper layer, Road Side Units (RSUs) nodes
preserve a consortium Blockchain for data sharing among the vehicle groups,
and data requests are submitted to nearby RSUs for further matching. Ref-
erence [26] validated the secure information exchange fostering by using the
elaborated data sharing mechanism. The approach proposed in [27] aimed to
allow efficient authentication and access control mechanisms in SDN vehicular
networks. A set of interconnected Blockchain sub-networks was presented to
improve the scalability aspect. An authentication and key agreement protocol
that is Blockchain-based exhibited also its feasibility for the IoVs in [28]. The
Blockchain was integrated in this protocol for multiple trusted authority to
manage the ledger that contains vehicle related information. Moreover, AI has
been proposed as an opportunity to handle Blockchain tasks with effective way
in IoV context. In [29], an Artificial Intelligence;AI-based Blockchain scheme
was established to foster the implementation of more secure smart contracts
in IoV. The scheme showed that the AI and Blockchain combination succeed
to make smart contracts intelligent contracts by using the Natural Language
Processing (NLP) which gived auto coding feature for the smart contracts.
Blockchain has been further employed in developing the trust-based vehicu-
lar networks models [[30]-[35]]. For instance, we refer the research [30] that
applied Blockchain to elaborate an efficient trust management in IoV. In con-
junction with smart contracts, the designed approach used physical unclon-
able functions, certificates, and dynamic proof-of-work to provide a secure IoV
framework for storing trusted vehicles and preventing malicious ones.

2.1.4 Big data in IoV

IoV should support the dissemination, storage, and processing of the big data.
In return, IoV profits from big data technology in terms of characterization,
performances assessment and big data assisted protocols implementation. Dif-
ferent methods used by big data were presented to explore the characteristics
of VANETs and improve their performance in [36]. Authors in [37] also dis-
cussed the integration of both IoV and big data concepts in vehicular networks
environments. Particularly, they examined the applicability of big data for au-
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tonomous driving vehicles. Besides, they elaborated the emerging issues of IoV
with big data. A vehicle traffic management method that uses big data was
proposed in [38]. The work aimed to detect road anomalies in real-time in order
to avoid traffic congestion and minimize accidents risk. As another example,
in article [39], an approach to include Architecture Analysis and Design Lan-
guage, Modelicaml, as well as Hybrid Relation Calculus was also introduced
to developed big data-driven physical systems. The proposal was represented
by a case study on VANET modeling.

2.2 CSC related works

The connected vehicles that could be considered as a complex cyber-physical
system permit to visualize enriched car-related information digitally, to pro-
cess data in order to improve the driving experience and to reflect driving
behavior. Authors in [40] defined and identified the second dashboard as a
device or application that allows extensions of the primary automotive ex-
perience on a second screen (e.g., smartphone or tablet). Accordingly, they
specified information type that users are interested in and they detailed the
second dashboard needs to create useful and innovative user-centered con-
nected car services and applications. Their funding was based on focus groups
interview’s. The information they would like to see on a second dashboard are
related to vehicle defects or damages, wearing parts, remote awareness and
remote control, task list, financial issues, location-based information, environ-
mental information including emission values, information relevant for driving
or security and information for car-related management. Data analytics is im-
portant to advance CSC. In [41] authors studied design steps to implement
Map Reduce patterns in order to analyze vehicle’s data in order to produce
accurate and useful knowledge through big data technology by collecting data
sets uploaded from connected cars. The obtained knowledge merged with ex-
ternal information afford connected cars with new applications.

2.3 Autonomous driving related works

IoV has communications, intelligence, storage, and learning capabilities to
anticipate the customers’ intents. Vehicular fog will help the transition to the
IoV and will provide the services required by the autonomous vehicles. In [42],
authors discussed the evolution from intelligent vehicle grid to autonomous
vehicle, IoV, and vehicular fog. Besides that, they considered that vehicular
fog will be the core system environment for this evolution. The first step toward
autonomous driving has begun with the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS). This kind of feature is based, especially, in radar sensors that are
able to scan the near car environment. To enable fully autonomous driving, the
information from these sensors is insufficient in case of urban traffic situations.
To overcome this issue authors in [43] proposed to add additional information
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(e.g., the exact location, speed, direction of the car, and the current traffic
situation) based on High Definition (HD) maps which are known as a multi-
dimensional information. In the same context, authors in [44] proposed a novel
protocol called Cooperative Driving Control Protocol (CDCP), for intelligent
autonomous vehicles. This protocol makes the autonomous vehicles have a
common language to achieve cooperated intelligent driving with other vehicles,
increase the reaction time before other vehicles perform some driving action,
and decrease the average travel time at the same speed. To deal with the traffic
oscillations caused by freeway merging, authors in [45] developed a cooperative
intelligent driver model in order to examine the system performance under
different proportions of autonomous driving. Finally, we refer that big data
technology is contributing to the progress towards fully autonomous vehicles.

3 Automotive system evolution

In this section, we discuss the evolution from VANET toward IoV and CSC.
Accordingly, we start by introducing the conventional VANET. Then, we pro-
vide basic concepts related to IoV as a powerful development in IoT framework
following VANET. Finally, we present CSC as the future vehicle generation.

3.1 Vehicular AdHoc Networks

3.1.1 Fundamental Concepts

VANET supports ITS. VANET consists of a nearby vehicles network, which
are fitted with sensors and communicate among themselves as well with fixed
types of equipment usually described as RSUs. Thus, two main types of com-
munications are established in VANET named as V2V, V2I or V2R communi-
cations (see Fig. 1). V2V communication approach uses multi-hop/multi-cast
techniques and it is most suited for short-range vehicular networks (e.g., traffic
signal timing adaption), while V2I communication provides a solution to longer
range vehicular networks (e.g., route guidance). VANET applications are cat-
egorized into two major classes according to their primary purpose: (1) safety
applications (e.g., collisions and accidents avoidance), (2) non-safety applica-
tions (e.g., comfort and entertainment activities). In order to perform VANET
communications, different wireless communication technologies are used. The
most predominant access technologies are Dedicated Short Range Commu-
nication (DSRC) and Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE).
DSRC standard is a short-range wireless communication channel that is based
on IEEE 802.11p, and operates in the 5.8GHz or 5.9GHz wireless spectrum.
WAVE is employed for 802.11 devices to operate in the DSRC band. It is
mainly related to Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical layer (PHY)
protocols and corresponds to IEEE 802.11p, IEEE 1609.1-4 (defined respec-
tively for resource management, security services and messages management,
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3.1.2 Research challenges

Since VANETs are a subset of Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), they inherit
most of the characteristics of MANETs. However, VANETs possess some spe-
cial characteristics including high mobility of nodes, dynamic network topol-
ogy, stringent delay constraints, road pattern restrictions, frequent disconnec-
tions, infinite energy supply, no restriction on network size, and no power
constraints [46]. Authors in [47] are performed studies to survey the potential
of VANET according to the own specific challenges of communication area,
for example by driving on the highway, in rural, or in urban scenarios. We
provide in this section major faced challenges in the realm of vehicular com-
munications. Hence, we refer briefly a few approaches that act as a catalyst
in raising the key related challenges, as well as some recent dedicated sur-
vey papers. Table 2-4 summarize the main research challenges for vehicular
networks. However, we determinate that over the past several decades, the de-
sired commercial interests and the scaled deployment in the world of VANET
have not emerged, that is subject to VANET limitations such as commu-
nication types[48], connection availability, network architecture, environment
awareness, or within decision capabilities [49], cloud computing compatibil-
ity, collaboration capabilities, and scalability. Thus, VANET has involved into
IoV.

3.2 Internet of Vehicles

In contrast to VANET, IoV promises advanced features with a significant ex-
tension over VANET capabilities. It supports many recent technologies such
as cloud computing, big data, and data mining, as well as it provides service
management with an exclusive and several services even for the whole coun-
try. In order to achieve exceedingly more smart applications, IoV is faced with
several communication requirements, which are basically related to low com-
munication delay, sufficient transmission distance, and high reliability under
high-speed. From the literature related works, and especially according to [83],
the common architecture design of IoV contains five layers namely (from lower
to upper): perception layer, coordination layer, AI layer, application layer, and
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Table 2 VANET research challenges

Research
issues

Research issues Ref./date Approaches and main concepts Limits

Based cloud [50]/2015 Vehicular cloud computing model (named VANET-
Cloud), that consists of client, cloud, and communica-
tion layers, to support and provide access to computing
resources and cloud services.

Maintaining security, interoperability, and
standardization

VANET archi-
tecture

[51]/2017 Survey paper that investigated the vehicular cloud
paradigm challenges, with focusing on its features and
architectures. The survey suggested also a classifica-
tion of vehicular cloud that consists of architecture,
management, and services axes.

none.

Based SDN [52]/2018 Architecture that combines the RSU and the cellular
networks, to support the QoS requirements.

-Changing RSU has an impact on perfor-
mance in term of Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR).
-Only two metrics were considered: Round
Trip Time (RTT) and PDR.

[53]/2020 Survey paper that exposed the advantage of SDNs in
building a reliable VANET frameworks, with elaborat-
ing the major challenges which need to be solved along
with such SDN-based VANET architecture.

none.

[54]/2019 Survey paper that presented the challenges faced by
SDN-based vehicular architectures from QoS and scal-
ability perspectives.

none.

[55]/2019 Survey paper that discussed the significant issues in
the large scale deployment of SDN-based VANET ar-
chitectures.

none.

Hybrid
approaches

[56] 2017 Approaches that combine CCN, Floating Content
(FC), and SDN for enabling VANET, to disseminate
efficient messages and VANET regardless of fluctuat-
ing node density, mobility patterns, and intermittent
connectivity.

-CCN and FC should be adapted, to the
highly dynamic and volatile network envi-
ronment.
-SDN cannot provide dynamically config-
ured routes at each hop.

VANET
mobility

Based FC+HR [57]/2018 Approach that adapts FC and Home Repository (HR)
concepts as a solution for source mobility in vehicular-
NDN, to increase the efficient content delivery proba-
bility.

-Risk of a content unavailability within a
certain region with an extremely low vehicle
densities scenarios.

Based SDN [58]/2017 Routing protocol (named SVAO), to enhance the data
transmission efficiency, by redesigning the network
control and the data transfer layers.

-Performances depending on the density of
nodes and the vehicle velocity: an obvious
decline in performances with scenarios un-
der high speed conditions.
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Table 3 VANET research challenges (continued)

Research
issues

Research issues Ref./date Approaches and main concepts Limits

[59] 2020 Survey paper that highlighted the requisite perspec-
tives to improve the development SDN-VANET of in
terms of routing protocols.

none.

Based ICN [60]/2017 Content routing forwarding scheme (named RSBLQ),
to minimize network delay, cache hit ratio, and net-
work traffic.

-Constant vehicular parameters: Factors
such as complex road topology, traffic
lights, and RSU were not taken into ac-
count. -More link quality metrics should be
considered.

Routing in
VANET

[61]/2017 Routing protocol that adapts NDN and that is based
on Auxiliary Forwarding Set (AFS) mechanism, to
mitigate the probability of delivery content prevention.

-An increase of forwarding delay in scenar-
ios with a content provider placed in large
distance.

Natural in-
spired Swarm
Intelligence

[62]/2017 Routing protocol (named Ant-AODV-VANET) based
on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm, to find
the optimized path from source to destination (with
lesser number of hops and high link quality).

-Performances depending on the distance
between nodes and the hop count: better re-
sult with a short distance and a small num-
ber of hops.
-More characteristics of VANET should be
considered.

[63]/2017 Approach that introduces the fractional glowworm
swarm for TAR VANET routing protocol, to search the
optimal routing path (with minimal delay, distance,
and traffic density).

-More metrics should be considered such as
the multiple constraints, packet delay, and
link lifetime.

[64]/2015 Routing protocol (named PP-AODV) based on Q-
learning algorithm, that uses AODV routing to en-
hance packet delivery ratio and reduce end-to-end de-
lay.

-Simulation under vehicles speed with 25-40
m/s.

[65]/2014 Routing algorithm based on congestion game, to pro-
vide the optimal path.

-Forwarding performances depending on
the number of gateways installed on the
route.

Security in
VANET

Attacks types +
solutions

[66]/2017 Attacks types and detection mechanisms in VANET. -High inclination toward defense mecha-
nisms based on modeling.
-Simulations were neglected.

[67]/2017 VANET vulnerabilities, security requirements, and fu-
ture research direction.

-Very limited analysis of VANET vulnera-
bilities.

Based SDN [68]/2016 SDN impact analysis within real uses cases (smart
parking, smart grid of electric vehicles, platooning, and
emergency services).

-Security threats in SDN-enabled VANET
such as software vulnerabilities, single point
of failure, and flow-poisoning attack.

Based
Blockchain

[69] 2020 Survey paper that outlined the key open issues where
Blockchain is applied in IoV and vehicular cyber-
physical systems.

none.

[70] 2020 Survey paper that reviewed the specific challenges fac-
ing the Blockchain application to 5G-enabled vehicular
networks.

none.
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Table 4 VANET research challenges (continued)

Research
issues

Research issues Ref./date Approaches and main concepts Limits

Game theory [71]/2018 Approaches comparison(characteristics and behav-
iors).

none.

Authentication [72]/2018 Authentication scheme (named CIAS) based on asym-
metric encryption, to assist V2I and inter RSUs au-
thentications

-None.

Data
integrity

[73]/2018 Fuzzy logic based scheme (named FL-CFT), to ensure
file integrity transfer.

-The impact of the file size on scheme per-
formances should be addressed.

Trust
management

[74]/2018 Secure framework (named SEGM) for group manage-
ment (setup and maintenance, access authentication)
in integrated VANET-Cellular networks.

-Security for mobility management group
was not considered.

[75]/2015 Research that address trust management in VANET. -Trust based solutions for VANET were not
introduced.

Attacks detec-
tion mecha-
nisms

[76]/2017 Spoofing attack approach in vehicle location verifica-
tion (named MHLVP).

-Dissatisfaction result for the network band-
width consumption.
-Risk of network topology damages.
-A secure system for detecting attacks from
unauthorized vehicles should be taken into
account.

[77]/2017 Algorithm to detect DOS attack, by using Secured
Minimum Delay Routing Protocol.

-Simulation with different scenarios such as
highway and rural environments should be
taken into account.

End-to-end de-
lay minimizing

[78]/2017 Access selection algorithm (named ORAS), to accom-
plish low packet delivery delay, by increasing transmis-
sion link stability and decreasing the number of hopes
per route.

-Connection time to RSU was not consid-
ered.

QoS
improvement
in VANET

Throughput
enhancement

[79]/2017 Distributed MAC (named (DMAC) to reduce collision
and data access cost, and maximize throughput.

-Performances in terms of reducing colli-
sion, improving packet transmission, and
throughput depending on environment zone
(rural, highway, urban). -An evaluation un-
der conditions such as varied mobility speed
should be realized.

[80]/2020 Radio propagation path loss model that takes into ac-
count the impacts of the vehicle on line of sight I V2V
environment.

none.

Fairness
allocation

[81]/2018 Algorithm (named MFCR) based on the concepts of
multi-hop Pseudo Bayesian (PB) and single-hop Fast
Conflict Resolution (FCR) algorithms, to solve time
slot utilization and fairness allocation problems.

-Performances depending on the number of
nodes(from 20 to 60).

Real-time con-
straints

[82]/2015 Algorithm for real-time path-planning to avoid traffic
congestion and enhance real-time communications.

-Evaluation under scenarios with a large-
scale vehicle traffic was not realized.
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business layer. Correspondingly, perception layer is responsible for data
gathering and electromagnetic transformation of perceived data, by using var-
ious technologies such as Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Global Po-
sitioning System (GPS), etc. Coordination layer works as a virtual universal
network module to ensure interoperability. AI layer is designed as an informa-
tion management center that mainly includes vehicular cloud computing [84],
and big data Analysis. Finally, the major responsibility for application layer
is to provide smart services, while the main functionality of the business layer
is to foresight strategies for business models (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Layered IoV architecture and protocol stack

However, while IoV promises advanced features, these could bring funda-
mental challenges. AI protocols are considered as a challenge in IOV due to
the current unavailability of suitable protocols for vehicular cloud computing
[85]. Authors in [86] specified that the business model for the business layer is
a challenge for IoV. Security protocols for IoV are an open research challenge
[87]. The perspectives of challenges in IoV are from multi-user, multi-vehicle,
multi-thing, and multi-network [88]. Authors in [3] described localization accu-
racy, location privacy, location verification, radio propagation, and operational
management as challenges for IoV. Other open challenges in IoV such as com-
munication ability enhancement, sustainability of service providing assurance,
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disruption reduction, and disruption reduce are also applied. Due to the sev-
eral novel features of IoV in vehicular communications, connected smart cars
are the brightest evolution.

3.3 Connected Smart Cars

Wireless technologies evolution allow researchers to create new communication
systems between vehicles to facilitate the communication and increase the road
safety [89] [90] [91]. By this way, CSC defines a set of vehicles that cooperate
with each other in order to exchange common services through wireless com-
munication. The work proposed by authors in [89] highlight the importance
of connected vehicles. In fact, the proposed a new architecture scheme that
provides a better network management in smart and connected vehicles for
safety and efficient decision. Last years, smarts cities include intelligent traffic
management which must be reachable from and at any access point. To over-
come this issue, authors in [90] proposed a new warning system that transmits
traffic information in order to help the driver to take the appropriate deci-
sion. Particularly, this new framework provides information to drivers about
some problems; for instance: weather condition and traffic density in the cities
environment. In the same context, researchers in [91] proposed a new smart
parking scheme for large parking lots through smart vehicular communication.
This scheme aims to provide the drivers with real-time parking navigation ser-
vice, intelligent anti-theft protection, and friendly parking information dissem-
ination. Simulation results demonstrate the efficiency of this scheme compared
to the related state of the art.

4 IoV communication system

In this section, we describe the main functions of the proposed communication
system that allows IoV communication for autonomous driving as shown in
Fig. 4. In fact, our system is divided into three principal zones: (i) Car-zone,
(ii) Cooperative Zone that includes Vehicle-to-Everything (i.e., V2X) commu-
nications; where X ∈Vehicle, Infrastructure, Human, etc., as well as vehicle
to cellular communications, and (iii) smart city zone. To enable connectivity,
communication, and data exchange among these three levels, in-car gateway
plays an important role to share/gather network information through the In-
ternet. These parts are described in details in the following sub-sections.

4.1 Car zone

The car zone has two main parts: (i) Environment sensing that involves several
input components like Cameras, GPS, Wireless Fidelity (WIFI), etc., which
contain rich data concerning speed, temperature, lights, tire pressure, load
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level, driver attentiveness, pavement condition, etc., and (ii) Intra vehicle net-
works where several electronic applications are installed. These applications
are implemented by adding a new Electronic Control Unit (ECU) as shown
in Fig. 5.Applying sensor fusion, various sensors inputs and sensor types are
combined to perceive the environment, they can further be divided into two
categories: (i) Proprioceptive sensors which are responsible for sensing the ve-
hicle’s internal state, and (ii) Exteroceptive sensors which are responsible for
sensing the vehicle’s surroundings. Currently, ECUs are widely used in vehi-
cles for controlling and achieving most functions (e.g., collision control, engine
control, Lighting system (interior and exterior) control, etc.). The information
exchange through ECUs occurs through the use of communications protocol.
In this case, bus-based networks are used to connect multiple ECUs such as
Ethernet, Controller Area Network (CAN), FlexRay, low-bandwidth networks
(LIN), and Media Oriented Systems Transport (MOST). In a real car, the
contents of CAN messages depend on the car’s designer but the form of these
messages obeys a particular standard (ISO 11898), while the manipulation of
the vehicle is carried out by the actuators.

Fig. 4 Communication system
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4.2 Cooperative Zone

The implementation of cooperative systems for communication of vehicles with
roadside infrastructures and users offers a wide range of efficient and beneficial
cooperative services that provide real-time information which helps for traffic
flows optimization, congestion reduces, accident numbers minimization, etc..
Accordingly, various communication types that mainly classified as V2X and
V2C communications are performed. Fig. 6 depicts the different communica-
tions types into the cooperative zone.

4.2.1 Vehicle-to-Everything communication

Vehicle-to-X refers to an intelligent vehicle technology that incorporates spe-
cific communication types such as V2V, V2I, V2H, V2S, V2N, as well as
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V2G and enables vehicles to cooperate with each other and their surround-
ings through 802.11p/DSRC based wireless technologies, by passing signals
and messages regarding road conditions (e.g., traffic congestion, traffic signal
timing, pedestrian in walkway, real-time traffic, etc.). We consider a set of i
vehicles (denoted Vi = V1, V2, V3, . . . , Vi) moving within an area. We assume
that each vehicle at any place i can communicate with α vehicles; α ∈ [0, N ].
The enhanced distributed channel access is used as the MAC protocol of the
IEEE802.11p standard which is an enhanced version of the basic access mecha-
nism in IEEE 802.11 using QoS. Each vehicle Vi not only transmits the packets
generated at its own application layer (i.e., its own sensing environment), but
also forwards the packets arriving from other vehicles located in its transmis-
sion range (i.e., at least one-hop neighbors).

4.2.2 Cellular-to-Vehicle communication

V2C is a promising wireless communication technology released within the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), which builds on the growing cellular
links rates to achieve V2X communications, leveraging enhanced Long-Term
Evolution ( LTE) connectivity and advanced 5G mobile network. Cellular V2X
defines two complementary communication modes: (i) direct Device-to-Device
(V2V, V2I, and V2P) communications, and (ii) V2I communications. Besides,
it brings improvements over 802.11p that offer enhanced vehicular services
like efficient transmission structure, safer driving experience, increased situa-
tional awareness, reliable support for high speeds, and more robust internet
connections. The evolutionary path to 5G address expanding mobile wireless
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networks capabilities needs and quality of service guarantee, which ultimately
lead to strong smart cities ecosystem support. The 5G network has achieved
meaningful reach by 2020. It promises CSC and fully autonomous driving pro-
liferation that crunch through terabytes of data per car every day since it
is a key solution for providing an extreme variation of requirements such as
ultra-reliable networks, low-latency, and an ’always-connect’ for road users.

4.3 Smart city zone

A smart city involves the intelligent use of technology to improve how people
live, work, commute and share information. Citizens engage with the smart
city ecosystem by using a variety of ways such as smartphones and smart de-
vices interfaces. Currently, smart cities are expanding quickly owing to the
wildly innovative IoT solutions. These related proposals mostly comprise ad-
vanced platforms based on the aforementioned promising technologies (e.g.,
Cloud, ICN, SDN, and Blockchain) that hold the huge amount of required
data and enable information accessing and forwarding while maintaining effi-
cient performance across the various types of devices [92]; including cars. CSC
and autonomous cars will live on a large scale and play a central role in the
innovative automobile industry within the smart cities of the future. Actually,
the move towards autonomous cars in smart cities promotes increased safety
driving and better environmental conditions (e.g., by reducing unnecessary fuel
consumption). Within an IoT ecosystem vehicles are capable to exchange real-
time data from many ECUs, traffic lights sensors, cameras, parking meters,
road sensors, etc., which means that a pervasive and a reliable wireless connec-
tivity block (e.g., 5G network) is fundamental to reach full vehicles potential.
For example, trains and buses pass real-time information about their loca-
tion, driver and carrying passengers number to public transport users, which
allows public transport fleets to improve their operations. Thereby, several
smart cars services are available ranging from smart parking, remote diagnos-
tics, charging support and energy storage for the electric car, to charges and
fees, accident management, emergency assist, bottlenecks alerts, traffic lights
adaptation, lane changing, smart traffic signal’s and vehicle traffic regulator’s
communications, trip cost estimation, passenger ticketing, etc.. Fig. 7 describes
automotive services components within the smart city.

5 In-car gateway architecture

With the highly dispersed nature of the smart city ecosystem and the coop-
erative zone, as well as the scores of the connectivity modules, gateways are
needed to manage and control these complex environments. However, to the
best of our knowledge and according to the above referred works, research ac-
tivities emphasis on three main approaches models: (i) Designing gateways to
maintain communication between intra-vehicle networks, (ii) Designing gate-
ways to maintain communication between intra-vehicle and V2X networks, (iii)
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Designing gateways to maintain communication between intra-vehicle and cel-
lular networks. As a result, no work has established a coordinator (i.e., central
gateway control messages) in order to mediate the communication between
these three zones and support the interoperability among the involved de-
vices. Accordingly, in this section, we specify an in-car gateway as a bridge
that enables the three aforementioned zones to ’talk’ with each other. Our
proposed in-car gateway architecture would be adapted to the autonomous
driving specific needs. It discovers and connects devices, as well as aggregates,
identifies, converts, process, filters, analyzes, and shares collected data from
those devices. It also provides devices connectivity by involving wireless back-
haul modules and V2X network interfaces, and ensures that data can travel
securely and safely from the edges to the cloud. Fig. 8 depicts a high-level
overview of the in-car gateway architecture. In order to fulfill the required
specifications for the in-car gateway, we need to specify the hardware and
the software structures. In fact, the hardware structure consists of three main
parts, which are: (i) The Central Processing Unit (CPU), (ii) The storage
module, and (iii) The Input/Output interfaces; whereas the software struc-
ture is geared to the AUTOSAR’s related basic software architecture that
distinguishes between three main layers which run on a microcontroller: (i)
Application Software layer, (ii) Runtime Environment (RTE) layer, (iii) and
basic software layer [93]. It comprises the user level which is referred to the
autonomous driving application and the system level. In the following, we pro-
vide a description of the hardware and software components and their design
model.
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5.1 Hardware Design

The in-car gateway hardware structure is illustrated in Fig. 9. The environ-
mental model involves IoV communication system and smart city ecosystem,
where several RSU, vehicles, pedestrians, and other roadside users (e.g., road-
sters) interact with the in-car system by using 8.2.11 network technologies
and mobile wireless backhaul modules. The CPU and the data storage model
are required to handle low-level tasks, carry out commands (e.g., fetching, de-
coding, executing, Writing-back, . . . ), and meet digital storage needs. ARM
STM32F2 CPU, NVIDIA Drive PX2 CPU, ELM327 CPU, and so on, that
support respectively CAN; UART; SPI, Ethernet, and OBD-II protocols can
be employed in this context. The inter-vehicle networks have communication
interfaces with other in-vehicle networks and devices through Input/Output
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CPU ports (e.g., OBD-II, GPIO, USB, etc.). Furthermore, the architecture
uses the firewall as a mechanism for secure onboard communications. The in-
vehicle buses that combine usually LIN, CAN, FlexRay, MOST, and Ethernet
are intended to integrate, exchange, coordinate control, and transfer functions,
data, and messages within the car. Accordingly, MOST is used to enable high-
quality vehicle multimedia components interconnection, FlexRay is applied to
provide a high reliability and speed network, Ethernet is prominent for con-
nection control units diagnostics, while LIN and CAN are needed for instance
to ensure a low power consumption. Besides, multiple actuators and sensors
such as cameras, LIDAR, radar, and ultrasonic sensors are installed to prevent
human interaction. Sensors are necessary to allow the vehicle to understand
accurately the full 360-degree surround environment, they will activate the
various actuators which will execute autonomously the target actions like lo-
cating free parking spaces, planning a safe path forward, unlocking a door,
etc.).etc.. Furthermore, many Electronic Control Units (ECUS) for engine,
body, chassis, etc., are integrated to sustain ADAS, provide various functions
for autonomous driving, such as low speed car passing, auto lane changing,
traffic jam assist, etc., as well as to perform frame formats mapping between
the different bus architectures.

5.2 Software Design

The software structure for the in-car gateway is depicted in Fig. 10. The user
level is represented by the typical autonomous vehicle system highlighting its
basic components, which consist of perception, planning, and execution layers
with their required device interfacing software components (e.g., GPU accel-
erator, media player, etc.). The perception layer collects environmental data
and extracts relevant information. The planning layer is responsible for un-
derstanding the gathered meaningful information in order to make purposeful
decisions about its actions, while the main functionality of the execution layer
is to control and achieve the intended actions (e.g., path tracking, accelerat-
ing, etc.). These functions are explored in details in the following section. The
system level is depicted mainly with a Real-Time Operating System (RTOS),
a middleware, and standardized interfaces. RTOS is applied to provide, man-
age, and adhere to the complex tasks deadlines such as scheduling, system
clock functions, memory management, task-state switching, device drivers, er-
ror handling, application security, etc. The middleware is required to provide
adequate abstractions for the different dynamic application services from their
proprietary interfaces that integrate heterogeneous smart devices, and differ-
ent sensor network technologies with the cloud platforms. It can also offer
a set of complimentary services and tools to support and sustain the man-
agement of resources like Content Adaption Framework (CAF), MirrorLink
Client, etc.. In order to emphasize software exchange and reuse, as well as fa-
cilitate the encapsulation of the different functional software components, the
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Fig. 9 In-car gateway hardware architecture

software design is predicated on the standardized interfaces and Application
Programming Interfaces (API).

6 Information flows for Autonomous driving Service

In this section, we highlight information flows for autonomous driving service
delivery. For this purpose, basic self-driving functions should be specified such
as (a) perception, (b) planning, and (c) control and execution. Then a lane
changing process is offered for autonomous driving.

6.1 Perception

Perception in autonomous vehicles is the ability to create and interpret an
emerging environmental model with a collaborative situational awareness to
safely and independently conduct a self-driving vehicle by making self-informed
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predictions and actions. Perception mechanisms enable many services for au-
tonomous cars, however, we emphasize in this subsection on object detection
service.

– Object detection

The object detection is a key task for bounding, describing, and recognizing
the location of every class object (e.g., trucks, bicycles, road signs, pedestri-
ans, etc.). It is mostly the domain of sensors. Many contributions have been
introduced in this context like [94], [95], [96], [97] and [98], as well as several
algorithm models were adopted such as YOLO, Fast R-CNN, OverFeat, and
SimpleNet [99]. In order to reliably identify objects, the object detection sub-
system has an interface towards various sensor input devices that includes a
wide set of cameras (e.g., driver rear view camera, passenger rear view camera,
wide forward camera, stereo camera, driver surround camera, etc.), GPS-IMU,
LIDAR, RADAR, and others. Accordingly, related sensors managers are exe-
cuted over the in-car gateway’s kernel. The camera sensor is used to produce
effectively visual streams with a texture, color and contrast information, it
plugs into the CPU USB port. The camera manager is responsible for the re-
mote control of the camera and the videos and photos process, while the GPS
manager has the responsibility of knowing object position and time mark. In
this way, the in-car gateway captures images from the stream, hereafter at-
tached temporal and spatial coordinates from the GPS manager are applied
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to the content. Later, the camera manager uses for intended libraries, to ana-
lyze them and perform for example road users classification for keeping a safe
distance after calculating their speed by using the GPS position. It can also
capture small video fragments and send them to the cloud. LIDAR sensor uses
laser light to enable high precision detection of smaller objects in real-time by
building near perfect 3D monochromatic images of car’s surroundings objects,
and to measure objects distance, while Radar sensor is used for performing
objects motion prediction, as well as speed, range, and angle detection. Com-
pared to LIDAR, Radar sensor has limited small object detection precision,
although it can be used in cloudy weather.

6.2 Planning

Planning is essential for self-driving cars to make a purposeful decision based
on the perceived surroundings. The planning task is achieved by AI and algo-
rithms. It handles significant methods like path planning to determinate the
optimal (i.e., safe, comfortable, and efficient) route, behavior-aware planning
to properly interact within the cooperative zone, motion planning to process
appropriate actions such as path planning, obstacles avoidance, etc.

– Motion planning

The motion planning for autonomous driving is a central challenge. A range of
different methods and approaches have been proposed in this area such as ap-
proaches in [[100]-[105]]. The self-driving vehicle’s decision making sub-system
uses information about its current position as well as obstacles localization
and orientations, to generate for example the best road route by using classi-
cal algorithms like Dijkstra algorithm. The behavior planning and the collision
detection algorithms are applied, thus the autonomous car would be able to
navigate the planned route according to the road rules and the perceived be-
havior of other road users with the sensor fusion. For instance, if a traffic signal
such as stop line is reached, a car that suddenly changes lane, or a pedestrian
who suddenly stop midway during a road cross, the in-car gateway will apply
the motion planning algorithm, performs the speed control system (current
speed, safety distance, new speed limit, etc.), and activates the linear actua-
tors which in turn, will use CAN bus to apply brakes and switch off the engine
until the lights go green, or slow down until pedestrians take the foot-ways.

6.3 Control and Execution

The control and execution concepts consist of sending commands and control
inputs to processors and actuators, to generate orders to timely and safely exe-
cuting each planned decision on the road such as steering, trajectory tracking,
changing gears, and applying brakes.

– Steering control
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Steering concept is a requirement for autonomous driving to improve safety
and control. In this context, four options can be distinguished: (i) Protection-
ist (i.e., the vehicle protects passengers at all costs), (ii) Humanist (i.e., the
vehicle tries to minimize the amount of injury), (iii) Altruistic (i.e., the ve-
hicle prioritizes pedestrians above its occupants), and (iiii) Random (i.e., the
vehicle behaves equally to the instinctive driver reactions). The steering unit
has a standardized interface that works with GPS steering systems via CAN
bus. For example, the self-driving car is about to drive straight across an in-
tersection with a cyclist up ahead, sensors will detect nearby road conditions
and users behaviors (e.g., vehicle approaching, edges locations, etc.). Accord-
ingly, the planning layer predicts cyclist movement orientation and plans for
braking. Through the steering actuator, is possible to draw the steering wheel
in search of the most suitable position to make room for the cyclist to pass
safely.

6.4 Autonomous Driving use case: lane changing

In this subsection, we present an autonomous driving process for lane changing
along a highway zone (with two lanes road)(see algorithm 1). The algorithm
uses the following functions:

– AppV in CrL: Approaching Vehicles in Current Lane
– FV SD: Front Vehicle Slow Driving
– FrL: Free Lane
– NOverV: No Overtaking Vehicle
– ESSpace: Enough Safety Space
– InfoWarLaneC: Information Warning for Lane Change
– SpeedControlProc: Speed Control Procedure
– SteeringControProc: Steering Control Procedure

Three basic phases, that constitute our process, are described below:

– Phase 1: Lane recognition

The lane recognition is one of the essential functions that is required to identify
lane marks, boundaries, road edge, angles, slopes, curbs, berms, etc., as well
as to extract the target lane features that comprise different information such
as width, length, color, gradients, etc. It depends on many factors like the var-
ious types of marks (i.e., dashed, solid, etc.), the different weather (i.e., snow,
rainfall, etc.), and the change of light conditions (i.e., shadows, glare, etc.),
which implies the use of advanced perceptive sensors. Accordingly, the gen-
eral process of lane detection involves data collection, pre-processing, feature
extraction, and lane modeling.

– Phase 2: Surrounding traffic assessment

The surrounding traffic assessment phase is based on all the safety-perceived
information such as relative position inputs, acceleration inputs, steering in-
puts, etc., which are shared through the in-car gateway via the vehicular
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communication networks, and taken as indicators for the safe lane changing
decision. Vehicles positions are derived from the GPS receivers and vehicles
speeds are obtained from the speed sensors. Other several sensors like LIDAR,
RADAR, video-based sensors are accurately applied to receive imaging data
and detect closest vehicles within the driving zone. All these information are
available via the inter-vehicle data buses, processed through the in-car gate-
way CPU (e.g., steering angle encoder), and distributed across the actuators
in order to execute the desired task.

Algorithm 1: General process for lane changing decision

Input:

Algi: ith vehicle Longitudinal Acceleration
Alti: ith vehicle Lateral Acceleration
V lgi: ith vehicle Longitudinal Velocity
V lti: ith vehicle Lateral Velocity
P lgi: ith vehicle Longitudinal Position
P lti: ith vehicle Lateral Position
S: subject vehicle steering angle
ListF : target lane features
Output: Lane change trajectory
if (AppV inCrL) ∨ (FV SD) then

if (FrL ∧NOverV ) ∨ (ESSp ∧NOverV ) then
InfoWarLaneC();
Generate(tend);
// Assumed time to complete lane changing

Initialize t=0;
while (t < tend) do

USpeedControlProc(V lg,V lt,Alg,Alt,P lg,P lt);
// Performing adaptive speed control algorithm

USteeringControProc(S,ListF ,angerror,laterror);
// Performing adaptive steering control algorithm

Compute(t);
// time assumptions to complete lane changing operation

else

if Non(NOverV) then
Wait for following vehicle to overtake;

Slow down and braking;

– Phase 3: Lane changing decision

To make the lane changing decision, two general cases are performed: (1)
When rear vehicles are approaching quickly, and (2) When the front vehicle is
driving slower than the limit speed. To study these two cases, let’s consider a
scenario formed by a subject vehicle, leading vehicle and following vehicles in
the current lane, adjacent, leading, and following vehicles in the adjacent lane,
denoted by V1, V2, V3, A1, L2, and F3, respectively (see Fig. 11). If the leading
vehicle in the current lane (i.e., V2) is moving very slowly, or in case of rapidly
speeding up and approaching of the following vehicle in the current lane (i.e.,
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V3), the subject vehicle V1 will make the decision for moving to the adjacent
lane. After guaranteeing the availability of required safety spacing between
the subject vehicle V1 and its surrounding vehicles (i.e., V2, V3, A1, L2, and
F3), and checking that there is no overtaking vehicle (i.e., V3), or realizing
that the contiguous lane is free (i.e., A1, L2, and F3 GPS information’s are
not detected), the appropriate algorithms for speed and steering control that
are based on considered vehicles datasets, will be generated to formalize safety
distances, readjust adapted velocity, and decide desired steering, for enabling
the subject vehicle V1 to navigate safely the neighboring lane. Otherwise, the
decision for slowing its current velocity will be executed. Furthermore, it is
required to ensure that the lane changing operation is completed in the interval
ranging from 0 to tend. Fig.12 identifies the information flow during the general
process of the lane changing decision.

1.AppV in CrL

F_3 L_2

V_3

V_2

V_1

A_1

2. Lane changing decision

4.NOverV

Current lane

Target lane

3.Safety spacing

Fig. 11 Lane changing scenario

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a communication system that involves three zones:
car zone, cooperation zone, and smart city zone, in order to allow IoV com-
munications. For this purpose, we specified an in-car gateway architecture
that enables communication and data exchange among these three zones. The
hardware and software structure of this in-car gateway was introduced. Our
proposed architecture is innovative, it could support several advanced services
such as autonomous driving. Therefore, we highlighted basic functionalities
and information flow for autonomous driving service in the previous section.
Furthermore, we proposed an autonomous lane changing process to support
our proposal. In future work, we plan to implement our gateway within the
intended network to validate its efficiency.
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